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INTRODUCTION

Th« nurM is the person who is so closely 

aaaociated with patients suffering from t entai illness. 

One of the largest groups in her care is the patient 

with the depressed type of behavior. Upon her lies 

the primary responsibility of meeting the needs of 

fchia group of patients who are emotionally incapacitated* 

It is estimated that over 700,000 individuals are in the 

approximately ^O^private and public institutions for 

the Emtally ill* In World War 11, about k5% of those 

discharged from the military service for physical 
disability were released for psychiatric reasons, * 2 

It is evident from the few available statistics that 

the incidence of serious mental disorders seems to be 

increasing. Many psychiatrists assert the reason for 

this is because the profession has become acre aware of 
Bsntal disorders.

It ia neceooaiy to toko Into corwideratim the 
incidence of the depreaoed type» of illneeaeo in order 

to asoortain the inport**, need for the nora. to core 
for these depressed patients.

Pundjumm L̂ t Cavanaugh and James B. McJoldrick,
' 1 9^  mw a u k ®«# ^  3ruce Publishing

2. Ibid.



About 15 percent of all admissions art manio-
3

depressive psycho tics* The mnie-depressed patient in

th« depressed phase has delusions of guilt, desires

punishment, and self-destruction. The occurrence of
4

depression In aanie-depression is 3955*

Dr* James ?» May shows from reports in 48 states

that involutional melancholia constitutes 2.53 per cent
- 5 of over 70,000 admissions, Involutional melancholia

is usually a long illness occurring around middle age.

This disorder is characterized by depression accompanied 

by guilt, self-disparagement* hopelessness, and agitation.

Another group characterised by emotional de

pression is ti e depressive reaction group. Personal 

experience which naturally produce sadness, such us 

business difficulties, illness, or bereavement, give 

rise to depressive reactiona* These reactions are due 

to obvious external causes, and they are of a aariced 

degree and of a longer duration than norc-il sadness.

Suicide ie as likely tc occur in this group as in the 
psychotic depression.

3* Ibid. * p. 342

4. Stanley Cobb, ; borderlands of Pevchiatrv .
Cambridge, Harvard University , 1 9 ^ 7  p7*---

5. Cavanaugh and ifeSoldriek, og, clt,. p, 372



About 54 per cent of all hospitalised patients 

are In psychiatric hospitals, jet only about 5 per cent 

of all professional nurses are engaged in psychiatric 

nursing. It will b# pointed out later in this study 

why there is a need for sore ourses to care for the 
aontally 111,

purpose of this thesis is chiefly to deterw 
mine the factors of nursing care for the depressed 

group and to determine the role of the nurse in the 

care of the depressed patient. By asking this study,

I hope to acquire a deeper understanding of the be* 

havior of the depressed patient in order to meet the 

caaaan problems arising in giving them good nursing 

care, Bearing in mind that man is composed of body 

and soul, I will include the nursing care of the mental, 

spiritual, and physical ,„ That is, the care of the 

whole person, The knowledge and understanding I derived 

fm.i this study ic not only for sy own b*beflt, but it 

will also prove helpful in teaching others to care for 
the depressed patient.

£. League Letter published by the National 
League of Nursing Education, No, 34, Hay 28, 1952,



CHAPTER I

Manifestations of Depressed Behavior

..uv\_ng seen the incidence of mental liseuses 

today, and noting that the psychiatric nurse will often 

care for the depressed type of patient, it is necessary 

for her to understand the dynamics of the depressed 

patient’s behavior and his overt manifestations.

Depression nay be defined as an antional state 
of sadness which m y  vary in duration, depth and in

tensity. The depressed patient has feelings of 

both love and hate for many objects which may include 

oeabers of his fatally and friends. He suffers from 

unreal or imaginary loss of a love object, and frequently 
désiras others to share in his sorrow. Sometimes 

hostility is expressed and the patient begins to feel 
guilty and responsible for the loss of the object,
Ha directs the hostility inward and finally begins 

to hate hiosaXf and feel unworthy* Because of these

delusions, he feels that ho should not associate with 
others.

_ . . . violas A* Shields, "Depression, Then

d* f®**1*1 :i ntgemery 3rown and Grace R,

‘ua‘



Many depressed patienta foal they have oocsatttod

a horrible crime or unpardonable sins against society*

These feelings are manifestations of his overwhelming

aradoty. As a child he may have experienced similar

anxiety resulting from parental threats of retaliation

for his childhood guilt or hostility. Therefore, on

an adult level, he rationalises by accusing himself

of multiple horrible sins. The development of guilt

reactions has its fundamental basis ha the anticipatien

of punishment. The intensity of the guilt felt by the

patient Is related to the severity of the anticipated

punishment. This is the reason why some patients fear
9cruel torture and death.

A precipitating cause of depression may be the 
reaniaaticn of an unconscious trond ( wish) which, if 

recognised consciously would ultimately result in 

personality destruction. Therefore, the individual 

makes an enoraous effort at repression. The repression 

nay become so generalised as to interfere with all 

thinking and be aocoapained by an intense feeling of 
guilt.

BoetoC*H^ghul f l g f â U . f '

* 3if David Henderson and R.Q. Gillespie,
Lontlon'



Therefore, psychological causes of depression

ssajr be an intense dépendance on another person, repressed

hostility towards another which is Aimed back on the

self, and Intense aelf-condeanation, guilt, and self- 
11

depreciation. Physical causes any also produce a 

raental state of depression* Strenuous physical activity 

over a considerable length of tic» without adequate 

rest nay result in depression which subsides by proper 

rest. Depression may also result from nutritional 

deficiencies and la relieved by proper treatment as the 

condition warrants. Ptiysical diseases also cause some 

depression In all patients, but the extent of the depres

sion depends upon the psychological predisposition of 
12

the individual.

There are three major manifestations of de- 

preaaive reactions* Depression, peychonotor retardation, 

and inhibited thought production. Any or all of these 

nay appear in various degrees. In depression states, 

disturbances of the autonomic nervous system results 

in loss of appetite and faulty elimination. Toxic 

manifestations may result from the inactivity of the 11 12

11. Theresa Or*®# Mueller, liature and Direction
of Psychiatric Pursing. Philadelphia, l.B7Ti7?tocott--
Co., 1950* p. 162.

12. Ibid., pp. 160, 161



respiratory system and other systems of the body.
, 13

Phyaioal conditions may also aggravate the depression.

The virulence of peychia depression Increases la pro
portion to tho type.

Depression may be divided lato three phases t

Simple retardation, acute depression, and stuporous 
14

depression. In the first stage, there is objective 

evidence of sadness and retardation. Often the patient 

expresses dejection, defeat, car exhaustion, Denacrlun 

remins dear. Very little interest is taken in the 

surroundings, and the patient feels a sense of failure. 

They blame themselves but are unable to find any true 

explanation for their illness. Thinking processes are 

slowed, and speech Is Halted but coherent. During 

this phase, it is difficult for theta to make decisions, 

and the patient is besoiged by feelings of fear and 

inferiority. This easy be a transitional phase into a 
deeper depression.

Marked behavior anomalies appear in the acute 

stage of depression. Patients neglect t elr personal 

hygiene and present a picture of despondency, dejection, 

and melancholy. Although orientation is fairly well 

preserved, they take little interest in the environment.

13. -gfldU.. P. 163
14* Cavanaugh and MoGoldrick, o£. clt.. p. 351.



Son» patients ray remain In an hypnotic position*

Others ray pace the floor and pick at the solves slaost 

to the point of uelf-raultilat ion • Sueide is always a 

danger. The patient is usually nagativistic, and their 

thought productions are decreased and tainted by their 

depressed content. There is a refusal of food, sleep 

disturbance, and constipation, 3ax drive is absent and 

sonatinas menstruation ceases in worsen, fJatienta feel 
guilty and often feel responsible for the troubles of 

the world. Sometimes they believe various parts of 

their bodies have decayed or have broken off. Somatic 

hallucination* *** «MOf-oondswiing auditory hallucinations 

are oo mon. Insight is poor and the patient becomes 
assured of hie degradation,

À depressive stupor is an advanced state of an 

acute depression* The patient withdraws completely 

fro© contact with the environment, and hie self» 

accusations become sore pronounced. Sometimes patients 

ask© horrible plans for the satisfaction of his sins.

The patient progressively becomes mute, sluggish, and 

apathetic. Voluntary actions cease, and the patient 

ray sit or lie indefinitely in one position* Tube feeding 

aay be required because of the patient's extreme anorexia.



ïho patient aay bo careless with excreta, or there
aay be a retention of urine and stool. In this otage,

the patient requires cmplete, careful nursing care
15

æ  he aay die of an secondary infection*

15* Edward A, 3tracker, Franklin G* Ebsugh, 
and Jack a, Ewalt, Practical Clinical hew
fork, The Blakiaton Co„ 1951, pp. 231, 233.^^



CHAPTER II
VhB Nurse*s Role in Protecting the Patient

Kvery depressed patient la potentially suicidal.

In ardor to keep the number of suicides at a jainism,

constant surveillance is necessary. Suicide is

likely to occur in all types of depression. Since

the acutely ill patients are not responsible for their

actions, their previous training, education and re-
16

ligious beliefs do not guide their actions.

Many patients nay feel unable to face the

coining day as a result of a previous night of instmia,

and many attempts at suicide are made early in the

morning. There also may be some unusual happenings

in the patient's daily life which makes him feel like

he can undergo no additional strain which may influence

hi» to take his life, A person who desires revenge

and attention may act impulsively and succeed in his

attempt because of chance and method, and not because 
w 17
he actually desirea death.

If a patient is but slightly depressed, there 

is only a small fraction of emotional reaction keeping 

him from a possible suicidal atta.pt. Dangerous en

vironmental factors should be corrected, windows * 17

^ l6f ~ CaVanaueh flnd McGoldrick, og. pit..PP. 353, 359.
17. Shields, eg* cit.. p, 673



should be constantly protected) glass objects, 

thertnonetors «id bolt# should be used only under 

constant nursing supervision* If a patient has the 

symptoms he probably has the depression. Hie reaction 

has been seras tine in developing and cannot be corrected 

in a short tin»* Hie possibility of aggravating a 

depression by protective measures can b© answered 

in this way* The actual depression is not increased 

by the procedure. The program should be established, 

maintained, and altered according to the needs of
i

the patient baaed on accurate obeervationa and recording 
18

of syBçtoras,

H »  nurse should be aware of the problem» 

involved in earing for suicidal patients, as it is for 

responsibility to successfully prevent further attempts. 

She should understand the patient's emotional reaction 

to the situation and her own reaction to the patienta 

behavior and attitudes. Suicidal patients need 

reassurance, kindness, and firmness. This does not 

mean over sympathizing with the patient and denying 

his expressed feeling of guilt, The nurse should

!£* Ibid* « p. 679



not discuss the patient1® suicidal atteopt* with Ma, 

but if he persists, she should tell him to refer the 

natter to his physician. If a patient has failed at 

a previous attempt, he may even feel acre of a failure 

and nay talk about it frequently. This sort of con

versation should be encouraged by the nurse» but

heard without eoaaent, and the patient should be
19

given other interests to keep hint occupied.

In depressed patients, the capacity to hate

over balances the capacity to love, and the individual

tries to hide this hostility and feels guilty mry
30

often for being unable to repress such feelings, 

îhe nurse is a substitute for the family when a patient 

is hospitalised, and therefore hostility is directed 

toward her and guilt feelings are not so deep. The 

nurse, thinking her constant supervision irritating 

to the patient, nay feel a one what insecure and that 

she should offer explanations to the patient. However, 

the patient*s hoetility is a synptom of his illness 

and his annoyance is not a sign that she is aggra

vating his depression.

19. Ibid., p. 679

20. Olga M. Weiss, "Attempted Suicide .. Ilian
ÜMfflfl °£ «uwlng. Vol. 46, ««7. 1949.



A very important paint for the nurse to t m m à m  
in oaring for sovarly depressed patient is that he will 

make use of any oanner in which to end his life*

Innocent everyday articles aay be transferred into 

lethal weapons* Jrefcea -lass, buttons, glass fron a 

watch ciystal nay bococw weapons fear cutting the wrist*

A patient say attempt to drown himself in the cathtub 

or toilet* Also an attempt night bo Mde to fall, down 

a laundry chute, elevator shaft, or while outside he 

night throw hisaelf in front of an oneoaing ear* The 

oost semen method for hanging is to use the oudshoet 

for rope, attach it to ventilator, stand on a chair, 

and them push the chair away. If this should occur? 

one should immediately lift the body to atop susperv» 

sionj if this is impossible, release the raeans of sue*» 

pansien and begin artifiol&l roepiration isrsdiately,I
Patients nay also attempt to set fire to their clothing 

and bodolothee* Belts, pajama, neckties, towels and 

bodclothing are all used in attempts at strangulation* 

Patients assy also try to suffocate themselves under 

the bedclothes* The nurse should know at all tines the 

whereabouts of the patient and what he is doing. When 

a patient evidently appears more restless and agitated, 

ho should be watched even more closely* Supervision



11

«hould not be alleviated during convalescence from a
depression as the patient thinks more clearly at this

21
tJ» and is allowed more activity* An active suicide 

patient should receive continual observation in an 
indirect manner*

The nurse should strive to relieve as isuch 

tension as possible in watching a patient* By sharing 

In his work and activities, the environment can become 

one closer to normal living. Simple and not too 

competitive card gaies, checkers and chess are helpful 
forms of recreation in which the nurse and patient 
nay engage.

Since the patient has attitudes of hopelessness

and feels that he is of no value to his community,

it Is good for hia to make articles for others or to

do simple tasks that help the hospital. These tasks

become a channel or outlet «for the patient*s feelings
22

of unworthiness and guilt*

21, Helena «1111s Render, Wurae-Patient Re» 

22* Weiss, o£. cit« a p. 292



CHAPTER n i
ïha Îiurae-Patlcnt Relationships for Depresaed Patients

33 ■ -*£• -SU» P. 43.

Psychiatrie nursing centers around behavior* 
Bsfaavior refera to all huaan activity, all the in

tellectual responses of the person or patient, both 

internal and external* Inappropriate, unadaptive 

behavior are syr.iptoaa of illness. In nental illnesses 

outstanding deviations in behavior appear in relation 

to the activities of an individual to the requirements 

of the environnent. The principle objective of the nurse 

is to be alert for signs that reveal how the patient 

reacts to life situations on the ward, such as the patient's 
relationship with other people, the hospital staff and 

with other patients* In observing the patient's 

behavior, the nurse should not be searching for symptom 
of a spécifié illness, but she shou d concern herself 

with what the patient says and does* Changes in 

behavior are significant of shifts in thoughts and

fooling states, and are 1 .portant in evaluating the
... 23

patient's condition and subsequent behavior* Fre

quently the need for Modification of behavior is the



reason for the hospitalisation of the patient# This 

modification is achieved largely through interpersonal 

relationships « Ihe nurse*s function is to laanipulate 

environmental factors of which she plays the leading 

role# Her very presence, conversation, and actions 

influence the condition of the patient.

Oa cosing in contact with tho patient, the goal 

is to gain rapport# This is a harmonious sootional 

relationship. This signifies a mutual understanding 

in which the nurse and the patient find something in 

caemn and respond to one another. This rapport is 

based and depends upon deep inner qualities ... a 

sincere interest, dependability, integrity and under

standing# "The proper development of rapport deter

mines the trend in patient-nurse relationships and

affects the laasdlate subsequent course in patient 
24

behavior."

In coder to pronote favorable interpersonal 

relat onship with the depressed patient, the nurse has 

to first understand the patient and overcome his fear. 

To understand a patient with emotional problems, the 

nurse should endeavor to seek an answer to the "why" 

of his behavior. This should be done In an objective

24. Ibid.. p# 26



lu

way by the nurse, by not allowing her own personal 

feelings influence her conclusions. She should not 

bo bigoted but always willing to revise her concluelens* 

The nurse should not be satisfied with superficial ex

planations of behavior, but she should strive to find 

the deeper reason, tfby does he hate? Wiy- is he
-m*m**~*~~~* 25

hostile and uncooperative?

The patient readily senses the fear and attitude 

of a nurse although she may tiy to conceal it. Diffi

culty in management and discipline often results as 

a reaction of the patient. The patient does not desireI
to injure anyone, but his abnormal mental condition

encourages him to became aggressive. The nurse can

conquer her fear only by developing the proper attitude,

by acquiring a thorough knowledge of psychiatric patients*

by caring for them, and by experiencing their reactions 26
and behavior.

Certain problems arise in the establishment 
of interpersonal relationship with patients with 

depressed patterns of behavior. Since these patients 

have self-depreciatory feelings, they feel maksdly 

insecure in their relationship with others. This inter

personal relationship cannot be established at cnee.

25. Ruth 7. Matheney and Kary Topalis, Pavchia-
3t. Louis, C.V, llosby Co., 19537P. 65.--

1950! PsM<,rt'"



faut an attempt should be mode immediately, Reiaec&ering 

the patient's name cannot be stressed too nash as « 

tool in making the patient feel that someone is 

interested in him. Since the patient has rejected 

people, the nurse any hare son» difficulty in reaching 

the patient and establishing a bend with him. There 
rnst be a steady attempt to withdraw some response 

from the patient but without demanding the response,

Ihe patinât should be free to respond because he 00 

desires, mis may entail a very one sided interest 

in the patient by ihe nurse for a considerable length 

of time, Mhan the patient finally responds, it may 

^e in a funbling maimer and inept way, but it should 

be accepted tolerantly fay the nurse. All effort should 

be put forth to rebuild the patient's disintegrated 

opinion of himself and to help him gain confidence in 

himself, Encouragement and praise may be used when 

justified, but a patient should never be criticised 

or admonished, rteassurance is obtained by the patient 

by having someone take an interest in him, as a per son, 

by noting little tilings that m y  be very important to 

him, and sometimes fay just allowing him to be as sick



as he needs* All this is done without asking for
27

anything in return fraa the patient*

It is easy to neglect a depressed patient*

Even if a patient does not respond, a few minutes should 

be spent by the nurse Just sitting beside him end talking
*--rim.

to him, ihe patient le usually aware of the presence 

of the nurse although he m y  not show an overt response* 

If the nurse understands that it is painful for the 

patient to concentrate and initiate activity, she will 

not push his too fast or force his to sake decisions* 

Allow him plenty of tine and guide and direct his in 

activity instead of forcing it upon bin* Do not 

tell the patient to so something and leave, but stand

by and assist his least he boooao preoccupied with
2S .- 1

SadneSS again.

The degree to which interpersonal relationship 

is established depends a great deal on the ability of 

the nurse to eocsounioate with the patient* 3h<* m y  
coenainicate with him verbally by using words to conve y

her thoughts and ideas* On the other hand, *ho nurse
,!

by her attitudes, feeling# and thoughts compufii cates

-------------- .. ------------T - T T T  1  T--T-I—T-rniTT-r « r-wm i»i ir i  m T  - 1...............-T  -

27* Eatheney and Topalis, o£* cit*> P* 97 >

28* Rsnder, j®* git*. pp« 136, \17



in nonverbal way with the patient. Even if the nurse 

ia not aware of it, her facial expression, posture, 

gestures, amd vocal tone influences the patient. In 

this nannar, the patient beco»us aware of a disapproving 

or critical attitude without the nurse consciously in»

tending it. If the feeling or attitude is intense,
„ 29very little contact is needed for it# oo-imunlcatlon.

Various techniques Bay bs employed in eooamica» 
tlng with the patient, and the nurse should judge which 

is beat for this particular patient in fulfilling his 

needs. Sometime it is advisable just to be a good 

listener and to refrain frcsa cosaenta. At first 

ask siaple questions which can be answered by "yes" 

or "no". Conversation should be on neutral subjects 

such a# the weather or the food* avoid talking polities 

and relating onc»s personal life to the patient. Advice 

should rarely be given because it fosters dépendance. 

Suggestion is very effective in bringing about changes 

in the patient*s behavior because it contains both 

reassurance and encouragement. Suggestions should 

always be aade in a positive raanner. If a patient does 

aof .othing that eabarrasaes him, he may be reassured

29, Brown and Fowler, <a>. clt.. pp. 92, 93



by a neutral response from the nurse. A patient will 

not readily niaiwterprat the situation in which hi» 

activity has to b# controlled by physical meant if 

the nnrse talk» to him at the saae tlaa, Mach is

added to the security of the patient if the nurse
30

simply touche» him while «peaking to him*

30. Ibid.., pp. 94* 101



CHAPE» IV
Creating a Therapeutic anvirowaant 

for the Depressed Patient

MA therapeutic envirotvaent may be visualised 
aa one in which an individual may attain an optimum 

abate of omtort, and on© in which the positive forces 

within him be mobilised in growth toward maturity* » 31 

There are two aspects to consider under environment * * 
static and dynamic, Static environment la the 

Inanimate part such as heat, light, sound and furniture* 

If a patient feels secure and comfortable in his 

environment* ouch will be contributed to his overcaning 

qa foar and harm* The nurse in. maintaining environment, 

will lesson the irritability of the patient, by regulating 

the room temperature, by stniaussing noise, and by 

making his roc© «awe like his hotas as possible* Fur- 

nus Inge should be of soft and soothing colore as 

too brltïht colors may make him despair. The dynamic 

aspect are those changée which are brought about in 

the patient's behavior because of interpersonal action 

with others* This has been discussed in detail in the 

previois chapter* The general atmosphere of the ward 

should be congenial, democratic, and pleasant* Great 

car© should be taken in assigning a rocoaats to a

31.  I& vU , p* 79



20

32* hathany and îopalis, o&t oit., p. 90

patient* They should be of the samb approximate 

age and not too boisterous or loquacious*

Security is one of the patient*» greatest 

nocds* The physicial environment contribute# to this 

in various ways* A routine that variée little, a 

limited physical range, the limited number of persons 

the patient cooes in contact with in the hospital

helps to provide a security of sameness* The routine ,
«— ----  32

however, should have enough variety not to be nonotenous*

A therapeutic environment also provides for 

immediate pliysicol needs of the patient* A difficult ( I 

and Important nursing problem is the refusal of the 

patient to eat* The nurse should try and discover 

why this particular patient refuses to in order to 

have something definite to work on* He ray have a 

bad taste in his laouth as a result of poor oral 

hygiene and may eat when this is corrected. If the 

patient is delusional, he m y think the food is poisoned 

and be afraid to oat* This nay be solved by the nurse 

tasting the food with a separate spoon in hie presence.

The patient m y  also fool he is/worthy to eat, and 

in this instance it is best not to discuss the matter 

with hia but to leave him alone, and he probably will



aat. If the patient is very indecisive, it say be

helpful to serve only one article of food at a tie»*

Soaetlraw it ia necessary to initiate a patient*»
33

eating by assisting to hia to feed himself. if a

patient la net receiving enough nourishoant, the

question arises as to whether to force him to eat or

not* According to Header, "forced feedings do not
34

Justify the procedure*" By forcing a patient to 

eat, inner antagonism is only increased, and the 

aaount taken not sufficient, but there ia also danger 

of aspiration pneumonia* threatening tube feeding 

may only substantiate the feeling of the patient that 

he deserves to be punished and also increase his 

hostility* Supplementary feedings ihould be given 

routinely, and a schedule established for an increase 

fluid intake, as these patients usually do not take 
enough fluid*

Stuporous, depressed patients should be observed 

carefully for bladder distention and incontinence. 

Constipation is eomon in the depressed* because fro» 

quently they are too apathetic even to go to the athroom*

33. Sender, og. pit., pp. 195, 199. 

34* Ibid», p* 201
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In ardor to corab&t constipation, tnoir diet should 

consist of fruit, rejetables, VQgetable oils, screeds

end roughage, Xxaroise is Important and should be

Included la their activity. Patients may also retain

urine and feces as a form of resistance, and they

should be watched carefully for focal impactions*

Although the behavior of the excreta deeoretea is

not always ualsrstcod, it nevertheless has meaning.

Sever criticize or punish these patients, but on©

should not consider the activity ae acceptable* encourage

the patient to wash and to clean hiuself, to wash his
35

soiled clothe», and to n»ore the well decorations* 

OivsrsLoa&l activities aid the patient in 

removing his thoughts from his own problem» and sadness* 

They are also occasions in <diieh h© any develop his 

social skills and art a groat aid in providing variety 

in his daily life* The patient will usually refuse 

the initial attempt to hs&p him socialize* Begin by 

having hi» do simple tasks first, preferable something
• V L, , , ------------- ------_,v

for the hospital or someone else* Follow this by simple 

games requiring very little concentration, and ones in 

which he con outwardly express his aggression* Gradually 

more active gam* should be included*

35* Brown ant?. Fowler, oit.» pp* 1*9, 190



impressed patients m y  cause real problems 
wibh ether members of the group* In a minority they 
t<3nd to toola^e themselves* Although they do not 
verbally Join tho group, they are emotionally a pert, 

and they affect other members of the group* Sioul- 

taaeoualy the other aoobera affeet the withdrawn and 

depressed patient* A more ag resolve patient nay 

attack the depressed patient, and he has to be pro

tected by the nurse* If the depressed patient has to 

be rescued by the nurse, It..oust be done tactfully 

through diversion of the sore aggressive patient*

In addition to giving mental and physical care 
to the patient, the nurse must also give spiritual care 

to the patient* Many people believe that religion is 

the cause of mental illnesses. tfuraea should under

stand that religion is sometime used Improperly by 

the mentally ill. Fanatic religious behavior any be

eypototaatio of basic problems in his personal relations,
36

or it nay be used to veil deeper personality problems* 

However, mental diseases are completely divorced from 

l&at is commonly referred to as the spiritual* Sertoue

36* Robert C* Leslie, «Religion and the Mentally
m * â m A m  jggsaft s£ voi* 51, April, 1951.
p* 255*



«oral and spiritual involvement in mental illness

are frequently the result of unconscious conflict

and not the cause of it. Thia is observable in the

delusional ideas ofthe depressed . . # unworthiness
37

despair, and daranaUcn. The patient's i-eligious 

Ideals should bs developed and strengthened. If he , 

recognises hi# dépendance upon God, the individual 

will not easily becaae unduly attached and dependant 

00 hi eelf, other persons, and things. Realising 

the primary purpose of human life, he will not as 

readily bo overcome with depression resulting from 

grief, sorrow and the monotony of every day life.^ 

Ttm nurse, by helping the patient to set up 
spiritual goals and by encouraging him to practice 

his religion, will be of great aid in hi# finding 

peace and psychic tranquility. She should explain 

to hi» that man, because of M s  deprived nature, will 

always have conflicts. îhe solution lies not in a 

fruitless effort to escape from them* but since they

0 . Æ  L
asg M a t n . is »

wOd8*? ^ S ”’*8* 'raf iervoldt “ >1 Robert t .  udon-
H m ' a ô i r ^ 1? ^  ■ »  ÏOTt=»



000» from for out1» spiritual betterment, the
anttaar is found only by ooafomdns to God's sill*

These conflicts are seen in a different light when 

recognised as cosing from God and offered and en» hired 

for Him*

A tronondous aid in accepting life as it is

and asking stable adjustments is found in participa»
39

ting in God’s life through the Holy Eucharist* Patients 

«ho are able to receive Hedy Coraraunico should be 

given the opportunity and encouraged to do so by the 

nurse* The nurse should also stress the valus of prayer 

in twinging the patient closer to God and for obtaining 

grace to asst hie problems*

39* Henri Saison, S.J., «Guilt * * * Real 
and Unreal”t Bulletin of the Guild of nath<v h « Psychi
atrists* ? s i * n C n C T j A l m T i ^ T p .  w *  ...



CONCLUS 1C8$

Since It seams that the incidence of eentsl 
disorders is increasing today, there is a definite need 

for .'««re psychiatrie nurses. As aost ill

patients suffer from depression at on» tins or another, 

it is necessary for the nurse to acquire knowledge 

and «kill in caring for the depressed. It is first 

necessary to understand the behavior of the de* 

pressed, and that the behavior of each patient will 

vary in many respecte. Understanding the overt -uni* 

festât!ons of depressive behavior la of great value in 

meeting the needs of each Individual patient.

All depressed patients are potentially suicidal, 

and, therefore, it is important that the nurse thinks 

of possible hasards before the patient does. Preventing 

suicide is a responsibility never to be forgotten by 

the nurse. Every precaution should be taken for the 

protection of the patient in hie environnent.

Since modification of the patient*» behavior is 
achieved largely through Interpersonal relation* 

shlpe* the nurse should be aware of her attitudes and 

motives # The patient readily detects fear and repugnance 

on the part of the nurse. In fact every action of the 

nurse directly or indirectly .influences the patient*

The nurse should endeavor to develop factual understanding 

with the patient and to promote wholesome relationships.



Includad in this relationship is the skill of oosaml- 

cation which needs to be developed to a groat extent 
by all nurses, '

Creating a therapeutic environment includes 
raecting also the spiritual and physical needs of the 

patient and directing his behavior in the right direction, 

Iha nursing staff is responsible and sets the stage 

for the establishment of a therapeutic environment.

The nurse should endeavor to make the physical environ- 

ffleat one which contributes to the patient’s comfort 

and security. It is her responsibility to see that the 

patient receives the proper nourishment and exercise 

nd to provide for his divarsional activities. The 

nurse also protects the patient from himself and others 
In his environment,

A nurse can best give spiritual car® to the 
patient by encouraging him to set up spiritual goals 

«ri to practice his religion. 3he should pray with 

hin dally and encourage his receiving the sacraments 

frequently if his condition alio»®, ay practicing the 

virtues of faith, hope and charity in hor daily life, 

the nurse will meet the needs of the whole person . . . 
body, dnd and soul.
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